
G U A R A N T E E

Article 1 Warrantee

1.1 Johnny Loco Bicycles B.V. guarantees that 
the Johnny Loco bicycles are free of  construction 
and/or material defects and any other points 
which are covered within these warrantee 
conditions.

1.2 The warrantee can only be claimed
by the first owner of  the Johnny Loco bicycle in 
question.

1.3 The warrantee expires in accordance with 
the articles 3 and 5.

1.4 The warrantee cannot be transferred to a 
third party.

1.5 The by Johnny Loco granted warrantee 
conditions in no way limit the ability of  the 
purchaser to address the vendor under normal 
legal conditions as defined by local civil law.

1 .  R E A D  T H I S  M A N U A L

2 .  K N O W  Y O U R  B I C Y C L E

3 .  T A K E  A  S A F E  R I D E

Article 3 Warrantee Exclusions

3.1 In the following cases warrantee will
be excluded.

a) Improper and/or unjust use of  the bicycle 
according to the designed purpose. b) The 
bicycle has not been maintained in accordance 
with user manual instructions. 

c) Technical repairs have not been carried out in 
a professional manner.

d) The fitting of  aftermarket parts which do 
not meet technical specifications or have been 
incorrectly fitted.

e) Proof  of  purchase is missing or has not been 
signed by the vendor.

f) The warrantee card has not been, or 
improperly filled-out or sent within the given 
time frame. 

C L E A N I N G

Your bicycle may need some cleaning to keep its 
beauty. Use a soft brush to remove any rough 
dirt. A plastic soft spiral brush (often used during 
the cleaning of  central heating radiators) can be 
really useful for places that are difficult to reach 
(such as the inner sides of  mudguards). Next go 
to work with warm water mixed with a mild 
liquid soap (No strong chemicals such as bleach, 
ammonia or soda!) and a soft cotton cloth. Make 
sure to dry the surface of  the wetted surfaces.

Important
• Do not use a hard brush, an abrasive sponge or 
sandpaper to avoid permanent damage!
• Only clean parts that are powder coated.
• If  cleaning is needed for critical parts such as 
breaks or hubs, please consult a bicycle specialist. 
• Because some parts are water repellent but not 
watertight, it is not advised to use a garden hose 
or high-pressure jet cleaner to clean your bicycle.

W E A T H E R  C O N D I T I O N S

Please do not leave the bicycle exposed to direct 
sunlight or heavy rain for long periods of  time. 
Colored parts may fade and it can crack the 
saddle. A leather surface such as the saddle 
and grips can, if  they are wet, also bleed color 
onto other materials. You should take this into 
account.

P R O T E C T I O N

For protection, your Electric Avenue I is 
equipped with a ABUS ring lock (ART Approved 
2 stars). To extra protect your bicycle from theft, 
Johnny Loco also offers chain locks in different 
sizes. Fasten it to any street pole or fence and 
always pass the chain through the frame and one 
of  the wheels. Do not pass it through the front 
wheel only!

Article 5 Claiming Warrantee

5.1 Claims under this warrantee need to be 
presented with the bicycle or the related part for 
inspection to a Johnny Loco approved bicycle 
specialist together with proof  of  purchase.

Article 6 Responsibility

6.1 A by Johnny Loco Bicycles B.V. accepted 
warrantee claim does not automatically mean 
that Johnny Loco Bicycles B.V. accepts any 
responsibility for any eventual damage that may 
have occurred. The responsibility of  Johnny 
Loco Bicycles B.V. never extends beyond the 
conditions as described within these warrantee 
conditions. All claims for responsibility of  
Johnny Loco Bicycles B.V. for resulting damage 
will be categorically denied.

Article 2 Warrantee Period

2.1  All Johnny Loco bicycle frames and forks are 
warrented for construction and material defects 
for a five year limited term.

2.2 There will be no warrantee extended 
on normal wear and tear parts such as tires, 
chain, chain-blades, freewheel, rear- sprocket 
and gears, cables and brake pads except where 
construction and/or material defects have been 
identified.
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3.2 Further responsibility is irrefutably denied 
by Johnny Loco Bicycle B.V. for damage to the 
bicycle or parts thereof  as a result of:

a) Defective adjustment of  handle- bars, 
handlebar rod, saddle, saddle rod, gear change 
mechanism, brakes, quick-release mechanism of  
wheels and saddle;

b) The untimely replacement of  parts such 
as brake and gear change mechanism cables, 
brakes, tyres, chain and cogs;

c) Climatological influences such as
normal discoloring of  paint or chrome- pitting.

Consult the other side of  this sheet for a 
more detailed installation and setup.

A. For the most comfortable and safe riding 
experience, adjust the angle and the height of  the 
saddle and the handlebar to the right position.

B. Keep control of  the cables. Make sure they 
don’t get damaged or kinked.

C. Always have a working ringing bell to warn 
others when needed.

D. Check if  you can use all the 8 gears flawlessly 
in any situation.

E. Test the left and right brake levers before you 
take off. Left is for the back disk brake and right  
is for the front disk brake.

F. Do not grease any gearing parts.

G. Do not touch or grease the front or rear disk 
brake. 

H. The leather saddle may lose its tension along 
its existence. Tighten the saddle when needed 
by rotating the bolt clockwise at the front of  the 
saddle.

I. Use the control buttons on the handlebar to 
discover what possibilities the Shimano Steps 
system offers. System information is showed on 
the display in the frame.

J. Keep the right tire pressure for the best driving 
experience. Too low a pressure and too high a 
pressure can damage the tire.

K. Always save a copy of  the key’s serial number 
(can only be found on the original keys!) to get 
genuine spare keys when you lost them.

L. Let your bike bring light into the dark when 
cycling on public roads. The LED lights should 
always work and reflectors must be visible.

M. The Gates® Carbon Drive Belt™ must 
always be maintained by a bicycle specialist to 
prevent you and the bicyle from any damage.

N. Only use the original battery charger for the 
Shimano Steps system to prevent any damage on 
the battery and other electronic parts.

O. Keep your bicycle and its accessories in top 
condition by keeping it away from rain and 
direct sunlight.

P. Make sure all nuts and bolts are securely 
tightened to prevent you from dangerous 
situations and bad cycling.

Q U I C K  M A I N T E N A N C E  C H E C K L I S T

Johnny Loco strives to make high end products 
that are built to last. We design and develop our 
own bikes, eyewear, watches and all our other 
products. There are no short cuts when it comes 
to making our products. No ‘taking the easy 
way’. There is only the time, the effort and the 
love that we spend on them before they leave our 

factory.
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E L E C T R I C  A V E N U E  I

Article 4 Warrantee-parts

4.1 During the warrantee period all parts which 
have been identified by Johnny Loco Bicycle B.V. 
as suffering from construction and/or material 
defects, will be repaired or reimbursed by choice 
of  Johnny Loco Bicycle B.V. The eventual costs 
of  (de-) assembly are to be borne by the owner.

4.2 Cost of  transport of  the bicycle and/or parts 
thereof  to and from Johnny Loco Bicycle B.V. 
will be borne by Johnny Loco Bicycle B.V. if  the 
parts in question are subject to warrantee.

4.3 Should the part in question for war- rantee 
no longer be in stock or deliverable, Johnny 
Loco Bicycles B.V. will arrange for at least an 
equally valuable alternative part.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Congratulations with the purchase of  your 
Johnny Loco Electric Avenue I. The new 
Electric Avenue I is a beaming example of  
superior quality built to last. This bicycle 
has been designed with care and attention to 
detail  in order to provide the most comfort, 
user-friendliness and safety. You only have one 
chance to make the first impression.

Please read this users manual carefully before 
going on your first ride. This user manual 
contains practical tips and is an important source 
of  help and contains a detailed description of  
how to proceed. However, we advise you to 
consult a bicycle specialist when needed.

It is our goal to continuously improve our 
products. That is why we welcome any 
suggestions regarding design, usage, this manual 
or any other tips. 

Please let us know at www.johnnyloco.com

P R E P A R I N G

Make sure all bicycle parts are greased 
thoroughly before adjusting/ connecting them. 
You can always ask a bicycle specialist to do the 
final preparations/ check-up.

T H E  P E D A L S

Right
Turn the right pedal (with the letter R on top 
of  the screw) manually in the right crank on the 
chain side. Then tighten it with a 15 mm flat key.
Note: while fixing the right pedal always turn 
forward (clockwise).

Left
Turn the left pedal (with the letter L on top 
of  the screw) manually in the left crank. Then 
tighten it with a 15 mm flat key.
Note: while fixing the left pedal always turn 
forward (counter clockwise).

B E F O R E  Y O U  T A K E  O F F

•  Johnny Loco is a registered trademark.

• This manual is only applicable for Johnny Loco 
Electric Avenue I Cruisers with a serial number 
registered with us. You can find this serial 
number under the lower battery mounting pad.

• The Electric Avenue I is designed to ride on 
asphalted or stone paved roads.

• Make sure your cruiser gets regularly serviced 
and checked by a specialist. A bicycle specialist 
will be able to maintain and fix your cruiser. We 
suggest one spoke check-up per season.

• Check regularly between trips if  all nuts and 
bolts are tightened and all parts are properly 
adjusted.

• Avoid extreme temperatures for the bycicle and 
its electronic parts.

• Never sit on a bicycle with the kickstand 
lowered for your own safety and the protection 
of  your bicycle.

• Do not hang a child seat or bagage on the 
handlebar. It would dangerously effect the 
behaviour of  the steering and the weight can 
cause you to lose your balance and may lead to 
dangerous situations. Therefore, we advise you 
to visit a bicycle specialist to determine what 
child seats are suitable for your bicycle.

• This EPAC (Electronically Powered Assisted 
Cycle) has been manufactured according to the 
EN 15194 norm.

• Failure due to not properly maintaining your 
bicycle voids your guarantee.

• Carefully read the terms of  guarantee on the 
other side of  this manual.

In need of  a bicycle specialist nearby? Go find 
one online with our online dealer locator at:

www.johnnyloco.com/dealer-locator

M A I N T E N A N C E  T O O L S

A simple set of  tools will suffice for the limited 
work. You will be well on your way with a set of  
flat keys (8 to 15 mm), Allen keys, screwdriver, 
pliers, a small bottle of  bicycle oil and maybe 
a puncture repair kit. Ensure that whenever 
parts are in need of  replacement, use genuine or 
equivalent parts.

R E G I S T R A T I O N

Your new Cruiser can also get registrered online 
to get the right support when needed. Also make 
note of  your bicycle’s serial number (underneath 
the upper battery mounting pad) and keep a 
copy of  the serial number separate from the 
bicycle. This serial number can be used if  your 
bicycle has been stolen to determine it is your 
property.

T H E  S A D D L E

The height and angle of  the saddle are the key to 
the ideal driving position.

Important
• Make sure the saddle position does not cross 
the safety lines. A position outside these lines can 
cause stress and damage.
• Make sure all bolts and nuts are securely 
tightened.
• When seated and the crank in line with the seat 
tube, your leg must be stretched, but not locked. 
Too high a saddle will cause sliding and strain 
on your back. Too low a saddle causes strain in 
the knees.
• Ladies will find a horizontal position of  the 
saddle or the front slightly downwards the most 
comfortable. A saddle with the front slightly 
raised is find most comfortable for men.
• Take care when parking not to put the saddle 
against a rough wall to avoid damage.
• The saddle requires a period of  “breaking in” 
to become soft and moulded to the riders shape. 

H A N D L E B A R S

The height and angle of  the handlebars is as 
important as the saddle’s position.

Important
• Make sure the handlebar is placed higher than 
the saddle. When seated, check if  you are sitting 
up straight.
• If  you are leaning over the handlebars, just 
raise and rotate the handlebars until you are able 
to sit up straight. If  you are still leaning on the 
handlebars, rotate them upwards a little as well.
• For your own safety it is important the 
handlebar grips are fixed firmly. Checking them 
regularly will reduce the risk of  accidents. 
• Do not hang anything on your handlebars. 
This dangerously influences the behaviour of  
the steering. Loads, such as shopping, belong on 
a carrier rack or in a bicycle basket. 

D I S K  B R A K E S

The Johnny Loco Electric Avenue I is equipped 
with preinstalled Shimano disk brakes (BL-
M315). Braking is all about knowledge, trust, 
experience and feel. The intuitive experience 
that you will quickly acquire will let you know 
if  after some time the braking power is lacking 
or improving. 
Improper use or ignorance of  your bicycle’s 
brake system may result in a loss of  control or 
a fall, which could lead to severe injury. If  a 
braking problem occurs, please consult a bicycle 
specialist.

Important
• Nuts and bolts should be tightened securely.
• Cables should show no kinks or fraying.
• Make sure the brake-handles have the right 
angle, so they are reachable while keeping your 
hands on the handlebars.
• Always make sure the front and rear brakes are 
working correctly before riding the bicycle.
• The left lever operates the rear brake and the 
right lever operates the front brake.

G E A R S

The Shimano Steps system works simultaneously 
with the Shimano Alfine 8-speed hub gear. On 
your Electric Avenue I, the gears are preinstalled 
and ready to use. For a higher gear, turn the 
gripshift (right handlebar) towards you. For a 
lower gear, turn the grip shift away from you. 

Important
• Hubs should never be oiled.
• Hubs should not have too much play. This 
causes unnecessary wear.
• Cables should show no kinks or fraying.
• If  your gear jumps spontaneously or makes 
a cracking sound, you should visit a bicycle 
specialist for a check-up.

S H I M A N O  S T E P S  S Y S T E M

The Johnny Loco Electric Avenue I is equipped 
with the Shimano® Steps System and brings 
you quicker journeys (pedal assistance up to 
25 km/h on 250W engine). The system is rain 
resistant, makes it easy to ride against the wind 
and any hill will feel flattened. The easy, but 
intelligent system is preinstalled and ready to 
use. Know how Shimano® Steps works and get 
the most out of  your cycling.

Important
• If  you notice something is wrong with the 
system, please contact a bicycle specialist.
• Only cycle when cables and components are 
not damaged.
• To avoid system failure, please only use 
approved and original tools and chargers.

Navigation
Next to the left handlebar grip you find the unit 
to control the system. There is an     and     button 
and a      button to select or confirm settings.

By pressing       or      , the assist mode will change 
between OFF, ECO, NORM and HIGH. To 
activate walk assistance (WALK), assist mode 
should be in OFF mode. Hold     for 3 seconds 
to activate WALK mode. In this mode, press and 
hold     to get electrical walk assistance.

By pressing   , the section with extra info(8) 
will change. There are 7 types of  information: 
Traveling distance (DST), cumulative distance 
(ODO), maximum traveling distance (RANGE), 
maximum traveling distance per assist mode, 
traveling time (TIME), your average speed 
(AVG) and your maximum speed (MAX).

A C C E S S O R I E S

The preinstalled and available accessories of  the 
Electric Avenue I make your bicycle more safe, 
more comfortable and more easy.

L I G H T I N G

When cycling on public roads in the dark, 
operative lighting is required. Be visible to others 
with the preinstalled front- and back light bulbs 
and reflectors. 

Front light
The front LED-light is powered by the Shimano 
Steps battery. When the Shimano Steps system 
is on, the light bulb can be switched on and off 
by pressing the light button (      ) on the display.

Rear light
The bright rear LED-light is powered by 2 AAA 
batteries. For the first use, remove the plastic film 
out of  the rear light. To turn on the rear light, 
move the switch at the bottom to the left of  the 
light bulb.

Height
• Remove the protection cap or plug out of  top 
of  the steering tube.
• Put the steering tube into the steering head and 
make sure the safety line is no longer visible. 
• Choose the correct height, make sure the 
handlebars are aligned and secure the bolt with 
a 6 mm Allen key (clockwise). The steering tube 
will clamp itself  in the steering house by the 
expander (recommended tightening: 15 Nm).
• Check the handlebars are secure and fix the 
cap or plug again.

• The braking distance will be longer during wet 
weather. Tires will also skid more easily and you 
may fall off the bicycle; therefore, to avoid this, 
reduce your speed and apply the brakes more 
early and gently.

• Keep your fingers away from the rotating 
disc brake rotor. The disc brake rotor is sharp 
enough to inflict severe injury to your fingers if  
caught in the openings of  the disc brake rotor 
while it is moving.

• Do not ever touch the disk brake rotors. Any 
lubricate (also human grease) can worse the 
brakes’ performance.

• Be careful not to allow any oil or grease to 
get onto the disc brake rotor and brake pads. 
Otherwise the brakes may not work correctly.

Adjustment and maintenance
• Set the gear change to position 4.
• Check if  the yellow markings on the change 
unit (rear wheel hub, chain side) are aligning.

(View: bicycle standing up)

(View: bicycle upside down)

Battery
The Shimano® Steps battery (BT-E6010) is a 
Litium-ion battery and can be recharged with 
the charger (SM-BCE60). To install the battery, 
align the indentation in the bottom of  the battery 
with the protrusion on the mount and insert the 
battery (A). Slide the battery to the right starting 
from the point where it is inserted and push it 
firmly into place (B). To unlock the battery, turn 
the battery key 45º counter-clockwise and slide 
the battery to the left.

Note!
To prevent the battery from falling off, check to 
see that the battery is locked after installation.

Settings
With the bicycle stopped, pressing both the up- 
and down buttons (     +     ) at the same time for 
2 seconds to display the settings menu. 

To select a setting, press       or     . To confirm or 
proceed, press    . Every setting and its options 
will be described below.

Clear - Clear the traveling distance (DST) or 
return the display setting to default. When the 
traveling distance is cleared, TIME, AVG, and 
MAX are also cleared.

Clock - For adjusting the current time. Press the 
square button to switch to changing minutes.

Start mode - Not available*

Backlight - Turn the backlight of  the display 
on, off or manually. The manual option turns on 
the backlight when the front light is on.

Brightness - Increase or decrease the brightness 
of  the display.

R I N G I N G  B E L L

The preinstalled ringing bell must only be used 
when in need and not for fun. It can attract 
attention, but also distract your surroundings.

O T H E R  P A R T S

Appropriate spare parts can be purchased and 
installed at a bicycle specialist. When installing 
spare parts yourself, please consult its proper 
operation manual.

Accessories such as light bulbs, front- and rear 
carriers, chain locks and other products fitting 
your Electric Avenue I can be found at:

www.johnnyloco.com/shop/accessories

C A R B O N  B E LT

The Electric Avenue I is equipped with a Gates® 
Carbon Belt™, which should be properly 
installed for the perfect cruising experience. 
Lack of  belt tension can lead to tooth jump or 
“skipping” (when the teeth of  the belt slide over 
the teeth of  the rear sprocket). Too much tension 
can damage bearings, can cause the system to 
drag, and can increase the wear of  your drive 
system. 

Important
• Contact a bicycle specialist if  anything is wrong 
due to the belt or adjoining parts.
• The carbon belt is impervious to sunlight.
• Please wash the belt with water only. Do not 
use other fluids to clean or lubricate the belt.
• The acceptable temperature range for the belt 
is -4°F (-20°C) to +140°F (+60°C).
• Keep bodily parts and clothing away from the 
drive while in motion to avoid any damage.

If  the yellow setting lines are not aligned, turn 
the cable adjustment bolt of  the gripshift lever 
(A) to align the setting lines. After this, move the 
gripshift lever once more from 4 to 1 and then 
back to 4. Re-check the change unit to be sure 
the yellow setting lines are aligned. Repeat these 
steps if  needed.

T I P S
Use the highest gear only on descents or when 
the wind is behind you. It is better to cycle in a 
low gear rather than in a high gear. To be able 
to change gear with certainty and to spare the 
mechanism it is advisable to pause peddling 
during a gear change.

Getting started
To turn on the paddle assistance, press the on/
off-switch on the control panel (    ) for 3 seconds 
or press the power button on the battery (    ). 
To turn off paddle assistance, press the power 
buton on the display panel again for 3 seconds 
or press the power button on the battery. 

Charging
Before charging, please read the instructions on 
the label of  the battery charger. There are two 
ways to charge the battery. When installed onto 
the bicycle, open the charger connecter (A) and 
connect the charging plug (B). When all lamps 
of  the battery charging indicator are green, the 
battery is charged 100%.

Beep - Turn the beeping sound when navigating 
through the system on or off.

Unit - Display the distance in kilometres (km) 
or miles.

Language - Change the display language. 
There are 6 languages available: English, 
French, German, Dutch, Italian and Spanish.

Font color - Change the font color to white 
(with black background) or black (with white 
background).

Adjust - Not available*

Auto - Not available*

Exit - Exit the setting menu.

*This option is not available, because the Electric 
Avenue I is not equipped with electric or auto gear 
shifting. You will hear a double beep when trying to 
change this setting.

A detached battery can be charged by connecting 
the adapter (A) onto the charging plug (B). Then, 
plug the charging plug with its adapter into the 
battery.

Connect the adapter to charging plug.

Connect the adapter with charging plug to the battery.

W H E E L S

The rim, hub and spokes together form (in 
combination with the rim tape, inner tube and 
tire) an extremely light yet strong wheel.

Tires
It is important the tires are inflated with the 
recommended amount of  pressure, shown on 
the tyre. Under-inflated tires will wear faster as 
well be requiring more strength to pedal due 
to the increased surface area making contact 
with the pavement.  Over-inflated tires can lead 
to damage, leakages and loss of  traction due 
to reduced contact between the tire and the 
pavement. 

Spokes
If  spokes are too slack the stability of  the bicycle 
can be influenced negatively and may cause 
critical damage to the wheel. If  any spokes are 
loose or broken, please go to a bicycle specialist 
to prevent further damage to the wheel.

The display
On the display you find all information regarding 
your past, present and future trips. There’s the 
present time (1), the front light indicator (2), the 
battery level (3), the current speed (4), the assist 
mode (5), the motors force (6), the gearing mode 
(7), extra info (8), the power button (9) and the 
front light button (10).

Height
• Put the saddle pin into the frame tube. Make 
sure the pin is greased before inserting.
• To adjust the height, the saddle tube bolt can 
be loosened and fastened with a 5 mm Allen key. 
(recommended tightening torque: 6 Nm).
• The safety line with the warning note must no 
longer be visible after the adjustment. 

Angle
• Loosen the clamp bolt (in front of  the steering 
tube) by a little more than a turn with a 6 mm 
Allen key.
• Rotate the handlebar tube into the desired 
angle and tighten the bolt again thoroughly 
(recommended tightening torque: 15 Nm).

Immediately stop driving and consult a 
bicycle specialist if  the following occurs:

• If  you feel no resistance when depressing the 
brake lever.

• If  fluid leaks out of  the braking system.

• If  the disc brake rotor becomes worn down to 
a thickness of  1.5mm or less, or if  the aluminum 
surface appears. Otherwise the disc brake rotor 
may break, and serious accidents could occur.

• If  any oil or grease gets on the brake pads.

• If  noise occurs during brake operation, because 
the brake pads may have been worn down to the 
usable limit (thickness 0.5mm or less) and/or the 
disc brake rotor is cracked or deformed.

S T E E R I N G  H E A D

The front fork is fixed in the frame by the steering 
head. Proper adjustment of  the steering head 
is important. Damage appears when it is not 
properly adjusted. Therefore, it is a good idea to 
check regularly if  there is any play/seizing. 

To check for play/seizing simply place the 
bicycle with its front wheel against a wall or fence 
and then push on the bicycle. When noticing any 
play, visiting the bicycle specialist for a check-up 
is recommended.

The disc brake is not designed to work when the 
bicycle is upside down. If  the bicycle is turned 
upside down or on its side, any air bubbles inside 
the reservoir tank may move in the direction of  
the calipers and if  the bicycle is ridden in this 
condition the brake may not work correctly, and 
a serious accident could occur. Before riding the 
bicycle, be sure to operate the brake lever a few 
times to check that the brakes operate normally. 
If  the brakes do not operate normally, stop using 
the brakes and consult a bicycle specialist. 

Be careful not to let water or air bubbles to get 
into the brake system. Otherwise, vapor lock* 
may occur. 

*Vapor lock is when there is a sudden increase in brake lever 
stroke as a result of  any water or air bubbles inside the brake 
system expanding resulting from the heating of  oil inside the 
brake system.

Position
• By loosening the saddle fixing bolt you can 
tilt the saddle as well as adjust it backwards and 
forwards. Ensure the saddle is attached correctly 
to the seat post within the rail safety markings. 
• Adjust the saddle into the desired position 
and tighten all the nuts and bolts securely 
(recommended tightening torque: 16,5 Nm).
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